How and How much you can earn in
Mafia Villains ecosystem
You've probably asked yourself, ok, Mafia Villains are coming with great
ecosystem ideas, but give me an examples & figures how much I can earn. Here
we go.
It is example with some assumptions, the reality will be always different.
In total there will be 20k Mafia Villains available - 9k Soldiers, 5k Capo, 1k Boss
and 5k Babe NFTs + 5k Mafia Turfs. All for the same price 50 ADA, if you take 5
Villains or Turfs as package, there is price 44 ADA each. Minting costs are
around 5 ADA per NFT.
If we are lucky enough and mint all 25k NFTs in Mafia Villains project, we might
have stack around 1m ADA to delegate into single SPOs. Helping with Cardano
decentralization and we will rotate delegation so that more single SPOs can
benefit out of that.
If Staking rewards are around 4 - 4.5% yearly, the income flow into MV Fund
every year might be approx. 42k ADA. On top each Villain or Turf is minted with
4% royalty. If we assume yearly volume of sales 1m ADA, it is additional 40k
ADA going into MV fund. Of course, if volume is higher, more ADA will flow to
MV Fund.

Which means during one year MV Fund would receive 82k ADA and this
complete amount is going to be shared with you, Mafia Villains community.
Our project is 100% pre-funded, we don't take any staking rewards or royalties
for us. Plus, we've made a deal within MV Team (5 persons) that we will
delegate 100% ADA from NFTs sale for minimum 3 years from project start. In
other words, we won't take any ADA out of delegation for 3 years as minimum,
to maximize staking rewards for you.
Mafia Missions
1. There will be 1000+ missions with guaranteed ADA prizes, starting from
50 ADA to 300 ADA base on mission's difficulty. If you have 10+ Villains
and Turfs you can be almost sure, that some of them will be included in
missions.
2. Mission can be accomplished anytime, so far there is no time limit.
3. There will be also promotional missions, like own Mafia Villain Soldier
#3500, if you have it, contact us via DM on Twitter or Discord, we will
check your address, if all fine you will get from us 100 ADA as prize, direct
payment.
4. Variety of missions will be step by step revealed for everyone to join, only
condition is to own Villain or Turf. Time to time we will have HUGE
mission with price 1000 ADA.
Own To Earn program
1. Approx. 30-40% of MV Fund will be dedicated to O2E program. Every 3
months we will distribute ADA base on no. of applications.
2. Example:
•
•
•
•

•

40% out of 82k ADA is 32.8k ADA
Each 3 months there are 30 validated applications for program, meaning
you accomplished min.3 missions on 1 cardano address
32.8k / 4 (in 1 year we have 4times 3 month-periods) = 8200 ADA to
share with 30 MV family members.
Which is around 274 ADA for each participant in program. Remember: It
is passive income, every 3 months just because you HODL several
Villains and Turfs on your cardano wallet.
If ADA goes up to $3 or more, it is $800 for you as income every 3
months

$MVC token
Each owner of at least 1 Villain or Turf will get free airdrop of 1m $MVC tokens
per Villain/Turf. If you have 10 Mafia Villains NFTs, you will get 10m $MVC
tokens.
These tokens will be official currency in Mafiaverse (if we'll be able to develop it,
but it is on our roadmap) and will be traded on Cardano DEXs.
Mafiaverse
Each Mafia Turf owner will be able to claim a land plot in Mafiaverse, start
earning additional $MVC tokens, trade with other Mafia Villains owners, offer
Merch with Villains&Turfs, create coalitions and friendly groups of e.g. similar
Villains, Alien, Avatar or Terminator skin clubs etc.
Special Giveaways
For Villains and Turfs owners, meaning you, our MV community, we will prepare
special giveaways actions with prizes like ADA, NFTs from other projects, Villains
& Turfs etc.
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